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Croatian wine has a history dating back to the Ancient Greek settlers, and their wine production on 

the southern Dalmatian islands of Vis, Hvar and Korcula some 2,500 years ago.  

Like other old world wine producers, 

many traditional grape varieties still 

survive in Croatia, perfectly suited to 

their local wine hills. Modern wine-

production methods have taken over in 

the larger wineries, and EU-style wine 

regulations have adopted, guaranteeing 

the quality of the wine.Wine is a popular 

drink in Croatia, and locals traditionally like to drink wine with their meals. Quite often, the wine is 

diluted with either still or sparkling water - producing a drink known as gemišt (a combination of 

white wine and carbonated water), and bevanda (a combination of red wine and still water).  
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Greece_and_wine
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kor%C4%8Dula
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_World_wine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Union_wine_regulations
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Union_wine_regulations


1) ALL INCLUSIVE WINE LIST 

WHITE WINES 

POSIP TORETA 

Posip is the top quality wine and it is produced from the 

grapes that grow on more suitable areas of the island 

Korcula. It is of the yellow – gold colour with green shades, 

varietal flavours of almond and macchia plants. The aroma 

complex is very rich and attractive. Fresh sauvignon tones of 

cut grass and gooseberry blend with an admixture of citrus 

and fruit, as well as mineral notes. The flavour is also fresh 

but with a very solid body, higher alcohol and a good 

coverage of necessary acids. The best  Posip wines  are : 

Posip Korta Katarina, Posip Toreta, Posip Cara. 

 

MALVAZIJA KOZLOVIC 

Istrian Malvazija has straw yellow color with the golden hue 

and the average alchocol content in it ranges from 11.5 to 

13.5 vol%. One of the most popular malvasia is Malvazija 

Kozlovic. The dominant aroma is melon, followed by traces 

of apples, peaches, accacia blossom with just a hint of grass 

and an attractive and higlihted scent of ocean. It gives a 

lively freshness with a note of minerality expressed trought 

sensation of saltiness and that is what gives it an uniqe and 

perfect aftertast. Malvazija is ideal served with rissotto, 

white fish, mussels such as scallops, pasta with meat sauces 

of sea food, chicken with rise, grilled vegetables, sushi and 

white meat.  



GRASEVINA ADZIC 

Grasevina is probably the most common white grape variety 

in Croatia and come from Kutjevo. Grasevina displays aromas 

and flavors of fresh juicy apple. This wine ripens late, the 

harvest are usually in the secon half of October, a young wine 

has a beautiful a light yellow – green color, while the mature 

Grasevina predominate yellow tones. Out of the Croatia is 

known as a Riesling. 

 

 

 

ZLAHTINA SIPUN 

A local varietal of the croatin coastal region, it is grown mainly in a narrow area of 

the island Krk. It gives high yields. Zlahtina wines are always gentile, medium body. 

Alchocol content ranges from 11 -12 % vol. Aromas are usually soft but very 

pleasent, combination of fruity aromas such as apple and ripe citrus with the notes 

of meadow herbs with flowery tones Zlahtina is easy drinking wine. 

 

 

 

  



RED WINES 

TERAN KOZLOVIC 

The deep, dark red color with elements of violet and ruby 

red combination with layers of different scents and flavours 

takes you on a very special journey. The aromas are 

intensively layered from herbal elements combined with 

tomato leaves interwined with tones of black currant, sour 

cherry and traces of ceder to a soft hint spices such as peper 

and tobacco. You are left with a smoky mocca flavour on 

your palate for a while after taking a sip which makes you 

craving for more. 

 Teran is ideal served with lasagne with minced meat, pasta with tomato sauces and meat balls or 

grilled pork. 

 

TOMIC PLAVAC 

Tomic plavac is the king of Dalmatian red wines. Plavac 

demands a large number of sunny days which is why it has 

become common in Hvar. The specific quality of this wine is 

the softness and elegance. The tipical aromas of earth, plum 

and dark berries are given a finishing touch by a shorter 

aginig in oak barrels, which give the wine discrete notes of 

wood, coffee andspices. Served at room temperature ( 18 – 

20 C ) and plavac pairs well with a variety of meat dishes, 

tomato sauses, bruchetass 

  



MERLOT MENEGHETTI 

The year 2011 was warm and allowed the grapes to mature 

perfectly. Merlot is a variety that thrives on our positions both as a 

wine suitable for aging and a less demanding wine like Meneghetti 

Merlot. It has an intense color and on the nose it brings out fruity 

notes, with a hint of spice. The vinification was gentle, with only a 

few days of maceration, in order to get a smooth velvety wine 

which can be paired with fish dishes, to the joy of red wine fans. 

After six months of aging in neutral barrique barrels, used three 

times beforehand, it was bottled one year after the harvest. This is 

an ideal summer wine. It pairs well with scampi stew, Istrian dry-

cured ham, oily fish, chowders based on tomato, Dalmatian style 

stewed fish, frutti di mare pasta with tomato and chili, grilled 

vegetables, white meat, mushrooms... 

 

PINOT CRNI KRAUTHAKER 

Modern, plush, full and warm with considerable fruitiness in a harmonious 

blend with well composed herbal and spicy strands and a floral tone, vibrant 

on the palate with noticeable yet unimposing tannin structure, well rounded, 

of considerable length. Of a darker sparkling ruby colour with a discrete albeit 

entirely adequately strongly pronounced aroma needing some time to open up 

and exhibit a beautiful, complex bouquet with ripe, dark rubus fruits and 

drupes underpinned by caresses of smoke and vanilla, overtones of dark 

flowers and dried spice herbs and a trace of white pepper. Pure, pleasantly 

bitterish on the palate, with a good acidity, plush with fine grained tissue, 

harmonious, lasting, while the rubes are once again perceived retronasally. 

Serve in a wider Burgundy glass at 18 degrees Centigrade with grilled meats 

and roasted lighter meat, game bird dishes, semi-hard elaborate cheeses. 

  



ROSE 

TOMIC OPOLO NOBILE 

 

Rose wine opolo nobile is made from plavac mali grapes, using the special tehnology 

that gives the wine an attrative pink colour and its distinctive fruity freshness. Opolo 

Nobile is ideal served with light dishes, carpaccio and pastas. 

 

 

 

 

2) WINES AVAILABLE ON YACHT'S 
BAR  

WHITE WINES 

GRK BIRE 

Grk is an autochthonous sort of vine which grows and gives 

excellent results on the sandy and dry soil of Lumbarda on 

the island of Korcula. Frano Milina-Bire started the 

cultivation of autochthonous  white sort grk and for the first 

time after 100 years renewed traditional terrace wineyards 

in that region. His wineyard is at the same time the first 

ecologic one on the island of Korcula. 



 

POSIP KORTA KATARINA 

Golden-greenish color in the glass provides an 

appealing appearance of this posip wine. It has an 

intense citrusy scent, mixed with white stone 

fruits and field flowers. Full and delicious, with a 

gentle bitterness. Extremely fresh and easy 

drinking. Ideally served with seafood dishes, 

particularly with shells and crabs. 

 

 

BOSKINAC GEGIC GRAND CRU 

Gegic (Gegic white debeljan, Gejic, Pag, paskinja) is an 

indigenous grape variety that is grown exclusively on the 

island of Pag and the surrounding area. Boskinac Gegic is a 

straw color and remind of flowers and citrus on the aroma. 

The taste is also reminiscent of flowers, citrus and a hint of 

yellow stone fruits. There is a crisp, floral finish. 

 

 

 

  



RED WINES 

DINGAC RADOVIC 

Mali plavac is dominate red grape variety of central and southern Dalmatia and its 

islands. Best wines are coming from district dingac and postup at the peninsula 

Peljesac. When the wine comes from vineyard located at the best sites, than its 

famous powerfull features come into play. Wines are usually rich in tannins, 

sometimes quite astrigent, high in alcohol – ranging from 13% vol to 15 % vol. 

Most of Dingac are slightly sweet because of the quantity of residual sugar and 

very rich and full bodied. Aromas are easly recognizable, combination of dried 

and baked fruit with mild aromas of cherries and blueberries with musky notes. 

Aromas are becoming a richer if wine is aged in barrique barrels. 

 

 

 

ZLATAN PLAVAC GRAND CRU 

High quality wine produced from specially selected grapes of Plavac Mali from 

the best and oldest southern positions of Hvar vineyards older than 30 years. 

The average yield per vine is 0.5 kg. It ages in new barrique barrels capacity of 

225 l. Best barrels of French, American and Croatian descent and another half 

a year in the bottle are combined. The wine is dark ruby color rich and 

complex aromas which give the impression of prunes, vanilla and leather. Rich 

and powerful tannic structure, fire retro taste with persistence that stays long. 

Croatian wine with the highest honors and medals. 

 

  



PLAVA KORTA KATARINA 

Lively, full and almost opaque ruby color. It is full-bodied and it 

has a recognizable varietal aromatic profile with the ripe flavors 

of dried and stewed fruit followed by Mediterranean herbs and 

spices. Very mineral with mature tannins and a truly long finish. 

A strong potential for aging. This Plavac Mali is delicious with a 

salty finish, and it is very well served with meat dishes and ripe 

cheese. 

 

 

ROSE 

ROSE TRAPAN 

This wine is a unique blend of two indigenous grapes Teran. It has a light salmon 

colour and a lovely floral nose reminiscent of strawberry fields, which is 

supported by the light taste of strawberries and peaches with a slight 

background dryness, coming through from the Teran, and good acidity balance. 

Very easy drinking and enjoyable. 

 

 

 

 

  



CHAMPAGNE 

DOM PERIGNON 

 

 

MOET 

 

  



MOET & CHANDON 

 


